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Legitimate Applications of Peer-to-Peer NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Peer-to-peer computing has gained a lot of prominence and publicity in the past years. Several start-up companies offer software packages that can be used for building peer-to-peer overlay networks for applications such as file sharing and music swapping. However, the legal and ethical questions associated with swapping copyrighted material on the...
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From a Philosophical Point of View: Selected StudiesPrinceton Press, 2004
One of the most important philosophers of recent times, Morton White has spent a career building bridges among the increasingly fragmented worlds of the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. From a Philosophical Point of View is a selection of White's best essays, written over a period of more than sixty years. Together these...
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Family Wealth--Keeping It in the Family: How Family Members and Their Advisers Preserve Human, Intellectual, and Financial Assets for GenerationsBloomberg Press, 2004

	The landmark book that changed the way exceptional families think about their heritage, their wealth, and their legacy to future generations--now revised and expanded.

	

	Every family, looking at the next generation, hopes to confer advantages that are more than just material and financial--to inculcate character...
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Understanding SOA with Web Services (Independent Technology Guides)Addison Wesley, 2004
The definitive guide to using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web services technologies to simplify IT infrastructure and improve business agility. Renowned experts Eric Newcomer and Greg Lomow offer practical strategies and proven best practices for every facet of SOA planning and implementation. Newcomer and Lomow pick...
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Wireless Communications Systems and NetworksSpringer, 2004
Wireless Communications Systems and Networks covers the breadth of research in wireless communications. It begins by detailing the essential background, such as wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, and goes on to discuss advanced topics in next generation wireless systems. Discussions of advanced-level materials progress in a...
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Discrimination at Work: The Psychological and Organizational BasesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume brings together top scholars in industrial and organizational psychology with social psychologists to explore the research and theory relating to various areas of workplace discrimination. Many of the contributors to this book participated in a conference on workplace discrimination held at Rice University in May 2000. The idea came...
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Handbook of Data Structures and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2004
Handbook of Data Structures and Applications responds to the needs of data structure and algorithm researchers by providing a comprehensive survey of data structures of various types. Divided into seven parts, the text begins with a review of introductory material, followed by a discussion of well-know classes of data structures, Priority...
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Spring LiveSourcebeat, 2004
This book is written for Java developers familiar with web frameworks. Its main purpose is for Java developers to learn Spring and evaluate it against other frameworks. One of my hopes is to compare Spring to other web frameworks, or at least show how it can be integrated with other frameworks (i.e. Struts, WebWork, maybe even Tapestry down the...
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Logics in Artificial Intelligence: 9th European Conference, JELIA 2004, Lisbon, Portugal, September 27-30, 2004Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th European Conference on Logics in Artificial Intelligence, JELIA 2004, held in Lisbon, Portugal, in September 2004.
The 52 revised full papers and 15 revised systems presentation papers presented together with the abstracts of 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from a...
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IBM DB2 Data Archive Expert for Z/os: Put Your Data in Its Place (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Databases are growing tremendously. Because of legal requirements, or trend analysis, or need for historical data, terabytes of data are kept on-line causing performance and operational problems. Not all data is frequently accessed though, nor needs to be kept on fast media. Here archiving can help. Archiving is the process of moving selected...
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Solving Problems in Scientific Computing Using Maple and Matlab®Springer, 2004

	
		Modern computing tools like MAPLE (a symbolic computation package)
	
		and MATLAB® ( a numeric and symbolic computation and visualization
	
		program) make it possible to use the techniques of scientific
	
		computing to solve realistic nontrivial problems in a classroom
	
		setting. These problems have been traditionally...
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Optical Network Design and ImplementationCisco Press, 2004
Multiservice optical networking has multiple applications in  service provider and enterprise environments. To help you make the most of these  applications, Optical Network Design and  Implementation provides a complete reference of technology solutions for  next-generation optical networks. The...
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